Joining Event
CAREERS IN Aviation?

DO YOU DREAM OF A CAREER IN AVIATION?
If you do, in conjunction with the Exploring Division of the Seneca Waterways Council, the Williamson Flying Club is hosting an Exploring Post which is geared to exposing young people to as many different aspects of Aviation as possible throughout the school year.

Engaging, hands on experiences include:

- Simulator Time
- Mechanical Education
- Flight tower Knowledge
- Weather Recognition
- Mentorship and Guidance from REAL Pilots

We invite you and a parent or guardian to join us for the informational meeting.

See you there,

Michael Bjerga
Lead Flight Instructor

Bradley Rickman
Exploring District Executive

WHO
YOUNG MEN/WOMEN
AGES 14-21
* MUST BE IN 9TH GRADE

WHEN
Saturday 2/29
12p-2p

WHERE
Williamson-Sodus Airport
5502 NY-104
WILLIAMSON, NY 14589

DETAILS
Spots are limited
To RSVP: Please email Bradley.Rickman@scouting.org
Cost: $36.25 Checks, Cash, and CC accepted there.